THE NEXT IT PARADIGM OF PROMISE

EFFECTIVELY MANAGING CYBER SECURITY:
THE TOP 5 ENTERPRISE THREATS
Modern hackers are strategic. Hackers of today are exhibiting more patience, planning, and
boldness than ever before. They are also getting better at hitting higher value targets such as
C-level executives. They are creative and adaptive, working collaboratively as teams or leveraging
lower-level security vulnerabilities to launch a more serious attack. Yes, they are still out to steal and
sell credit-related personal data, but they are better at identifying buyers for additional types of
data such as trade secrets, health insurance data, information used for blackmail, and credit-related
business data.1 In short, hackers are acting more like business people.
Today’s hackers also have access to an arsenal of tools, thanks in part to an anonymous and
hidden area of the Internet called the Dark Web. Payment for purchases made there is typically
in the international digital currency Bitcoin, which offers a fairly high level of privacy. On the Dark
Web, hackers buy and sell tools such as malicious software that allow hackers to secretly control
people’s computers, website scrapers that duplicate an entire website so users don’t realize
they’ve been redirected there, and skimmers that attach to ATMs and gas pumps to capture
credit card information. Hackers can buy or sell proprietary information, passports, driver
licenses, fake bank accounts, credit card numbers, and login credentials for social media and
financial accounts. Hackers can also hire consultants on the Dark Web.
So what does this mean for your enterprise? Technology is evolving quickly and hackers are
evolving along with it. It might be time to get in the mind of the hacker to ensure you’ve taken
the right steps to safeguard your network.
Before the next review of your security strategy and best practices, learn about the top five
cyber security threats to the confidential and proprietary information on your network.
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1. HACKERS WILL CONTINUE TO ATTACK YOUR ORGANIZATION
THROUGH YOUR EMPLOYEES.
Hackers are actively developing new ways to compromise your employees by leveraging
longstanding techniques. These include sending email that contains malicious links or
attachments, attacks through social media, and attacks that launch from a legitimate website.
Attacks through malicious email
Known as phishing, malicious emails that trick an employee into opening a bad website or
attachment are still the tool of choice for hackers who want to penetrate your network.
Attackers know that the best way to get someone to open an email is to make it appear that a
trusted source sent it to an individual or a group to which the individual belongs, which is called
spear phishing. In 2012, Trend Micro found that 91% of targeted attacks, those that focus on an
individual or a company, involved spear phishing emails.2
One of the most effective phishing methods is to pose as a trusted coworker. Attackers pose as
employees. They create believable scenarios such as your CFO asking Accounts Payable to process
an unexpected invoice or your Security team asking employees to log into a new portal using
current network credentials. An attacker either compromises a company email account or creates a
convincing external email that appears to be internal. In the 2012 research referenced above, Trend
Micro found that nearly half of employee email addresses could be found through a Google search,
and half of those remaining could be easily guessed based on a predictable pattern.
An attacker also can pose as an employee in person by cloning an employee badge, in an
attempt to physically access secure areas.3
Attacks through LinkedIn and other social media
Just a year ago, a LinkedIn user could identify most fake LinkedIn accounts. Fake accounts
had telltale signs such as no connections, no recommendations, or unbelievable or absurd
information. Today, a hacker might create several fake accounts that write recommendations
for each other.4 In addition, hackers are launching multi-stage and bolder social attacks. For
instance, an attacker might pose as an employee on LinkedIn and build credibility for the ruse
by linking to dozens of your lower level employees before linking to people in your C suite,
which contains the highest value targets. Symantec discovered that real users will even endorse
the fake LinkedIn profiles.5
Attacks by redirecting website traffic or by planting malware on legitimate sites
Attackers sometimes use websites that are frequented by targeted employees or targeted
industries as watering holes to attract victims. The attackers either secretly redirect traffic from
the legitimate website to a fake one or plant malware on the legitimate sites.
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With some early conversations about the practice in 20126, watering hole attacks have become
more frequent recently.7 For instance, in 2013, hackers compromised the website of a law firm
that serves the energy industry.8 The website visitor downloaded a piece of malicious code that
checked the system configuration before downloading malware that was appropriate for the
internet browser being used.

2. ENTERPRISES WILL CONTINUE TO UNDERESTIMATE
MALICIOUS INSIDERS.
In Spring 2015, the FBI and Justice Department began investigating employees at the St. Louis
Cardinals for using knowledge of a reused password to break into a Houston Astros database.9
The database contained information about trades, proprietary statistics, and scouting reports.
Employees at the Cardinals may have been able to guess the password from Astros’ General
Manager Jeff Luhnow’s time with the Cardinals.
One of the best known examples of a rogue insider is Edward Snowden, a government
contractor turned hacktivist (hacker with political or social motivation) who gave journalists
thousands of documents about US national security.
Some researchers group together breaches caused by malicious insiders and unintentional
insider-initiated breaches, as in a PwC report10 based on a 2014 security survey. Therefore,
there is a shortage of good statistics about the prevalence of malicious insiders. In addition,
awareness may remain low because affected companies often don’t prosecute. About 75% of
organizations that responded to PwC’s survey said they didn’t take legal action against insiders,
defined as current and former employees, customers, and third-party partners such as service
providers, consultants, vendors, and suppliers.

3. CYBER ATTACKS WILL IN SOME CASES CAUSE PHYSICAL DAMAGE.
The Stuxnet incident of 2010 was the first known case of a cyber attack that resulted in physical
damage.11 Stuxnet disrupted and damaged a nuclear centrifuge in Iran. The next known cyberphysical attack was in late December 2014, when Germany’s Federal Office for Information
Security announced that hackers attacked a steel mill’s business office with a malicious email
and gained access to plant systems. As a result, a blast furnace could not be properly shut
down, which resulted in “massive” damage, according to the announcement.
These types of attacks are focused on cyber-physical systems, systems in which computer
applications and networks control physical systems, and embedded systems, a computer system
or component performing a specific function within a larger mechanical or electrical system.
Cyber-physical systems also include GPS-based technologies, according to Homeland Security,12
which has launched a GPS Vulnerability Assessment as part of its Critical Infrastructure Project.
Many enterprises have not secured cyber-physical and embedded systems, so these systems
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present attractive attack surfaces for hackers. In the years ahead, more enterprises will sustain
physical damage as a result of attacks launched through these systems.

4. LARGE, WELL-FUNDED TEAMS OF HACKERS WILL CONTINUE TO
LAUNCH SUBTLE, LONG-TERM ATTACKS AGAINST ENTERPRISES.
In cyber security, an advanced persistent threat (APT) is an attack that sends out tiny packets of
confidential or proprietary information over extended periods of time that are masked as normal
network activity. “Once ‘inside’ and disguised as legitimate traffic, they can establish covert,
long-term residency to siphon your valuable data with impunity,” according to a McAfee white
paper on APTs.13
APTs often focus on information that can be sold or used for competitive advantage such as
trade secrets, intellectual property, source code, and personal information about customers or
employees that can be used to open credit.14 Imagine large organizations of hackers working
together, sometimes for years. An APT is a software project that involves target identification,
target and environment research, exploit design and development, testing, deployment, and
plans for future releases as technology changes.15
In November 2014 at a US House of Representatives Intelligence committee hearing, National
Security Agency Director Admiral Michael Rogers warned manufacturers and utility companies
of the growing risk of economic espionage by nation states16, which are thought to sponsor
many of these sophisticated and prolonged attacks. In fact, APT techniques are being used
against an increasingly wide variety of industries and companies.17 For example, the organization
that launched Operation Shady RAT, an attack initiated in 2006 and discovered by McAfee in
2011, successfully penetrated 71 companies across 31 industries.18 As enterprises get better
at detecting APTs, security industry experts are realizing that APTs are a much more common
problem than previously thought.

5. RANSOMWARE WILL APPEAR ON MOBILE DEVICES, THE INTERNET
OF THINGS, AND NETWORKS.
Ransomware is malicious software that either locks a system or locks electronic files and
documents until a fee is paid. In effect, it holds the data or system hostage. The number of
ransomware attacks more than doubled between 2013 and 2014, according to Symantec’s 2015
Internet Threat Report.19
A couple of years ago, ransomware started appearing on Android-based mobile devices.20
While acknowledging that mobile devices are still not considered a mainstream cyber attack
vector, a report by security technology firm Blue Coat21 reports an uptick in mobile ransomware
and other mobile attacks and suggests care. “The sky is not falling – but putting on a helmet is a
good idea,” the report says.
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Meanwhile, IoT devices, which communicate with other devices without human prompting, have
become known for security problems in their short history.22 In 2014, the Open Web Application
Security Project (OWASP) developed its first top 10 list of vulnerabilities for the IoT. 23 Many
enterprises rely on systems that are riddled with embedded IoT devices such as data centers,
smart industrial control and manufacturing systems, smart inventory systems, smart building
technology, and the smart power grid.
Forrester Research is making a similar IoT security prediction on the consumer goods side.24
Forrester predicts that the world will begin to see ransomware attacks on wearable devices and
embedded medical devices like pacemakers, which also of course impacts the enterprises that
manufacture these devices. Some also predict ransomware for large ticket items such as cars
and refrigerators25.
IBM predicts that attackers will increasingly graduate from extorting individuals to extorting
large organizations and enterprises26. The start of this trend is already evident. For instance,
several police departments have suffered ransomware attacks27. And in March 2015, attackers
demanded more than $100,000 to release the files of a school district28.

CONCLUSION
As the number of devices that access corporate networks continues to rapidly grow and systems
become smarter by communicating with other systems, hackers are exploring larger attack
surfaces with far more potential entry points into your network. At the same time, thanks to
social media, attackers have access to personal information about many of an organization’s
employees, which again expands the attack surface.
Attackers are discovering new ways to use tried-and-true attacks such as phishing scams,
are inventing new attacks such as ransomware, and are learning how to exploit emerging
technologies such as mobile devices and the Internet of Things.
Meanwhile, the best offense for enterprise IT leaders continues to be a good defense.
Enterprises are keeping attackers outside of the perimeter with better monitoring tools and
a better trained workforce. Security teams are responding swiftly and decisively to security
incidents thanks to better planning. And IT leaders are working with highly-experienced
technology consulting teams who can help their organizations securely implement new
enterprise technologies.
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